
Callista Earrings
Project E1029
Designer: Megan Milliken

Delicate gold and silver plated beads are woven into beaded beads in these dainty earrings. They call to mind a celebration, and would be
perfect for the holidays, or for any special occasion.

What You'll Need

Silver Plated Round Beads 2.5mm (1000)
SKU: BMB-5125
Project uses unit_type=pieces pieces=60

22K Gold Plated Round Beads 2.5mm (1000)
SKU: BMB-5126
Project uses unit_type=pieces pieces=60

Wildfire Thermal Bonded Beading Thread .006 Inch - White- 50 Yd
SKU: XCR-8933
Project uses unit_type=package pieces=1

22K Gold Plated Figaro Chain 4mm x 1.5mm - By The Foot
SKU: CHA-1606
Project uses unit_type=foot pieces=1

22K Gold Plated French Wire Earring Hooks 18MM (25 Pairs)
SKU: FEA-3071
Project uses unit_type=pieces pieces=2

22K Gold Plated Head Pins - 24 Gauge/1.5 Inches (X50)
SKU: FHP-5216
Project uses unit_type=pieces pieces=4

Specialized Tools

(!XmlPackage Name="product.single-list-narrow.xml.config" productid="10641"
unit_type="tool"!) (!XmlPackage Name="product.single-list-narrow.xml.config"
productid="11124" unit_type="tool"!)

Instructions:
1. Before you begin, watch the video: How to Make a Beaded Bead Using Right Angle Weave Double Needle Method.

2. Following the instructions in the video, make two beaded beads using 2.5mm silver plated metal beads and two beaded beads
using 2.5mm 22k gold plated metal beads.

3. Cut two 1.5" and two 2" lengths of 22k gold plated figaro chain.

4. Place a beaded bead onto a 1.5", 24 gauge 22k gold plated head pin, through two of the smaller holes across from each other,
making sure that the head pin goes through the center of the bead. Create a simple wire loop after the beaded bead. Repeat with
three more head pins and the rest of the beaded beads.

5. Use the loops that you created to hang each silver plated bead from a 2" length of chain and each gold plated bead from a 1.5"
length of chain.

6. Open the loop at the base of a 22k gold plated French wire earring hook. Hang the end of one shorter chain with a bead and one
longer chain with a bead from the loop and close it back up. Repeat with a second earring hook and the other two chains with
beads.

Variations

Choose from among the various metal finishes we carry to give your earrings a whole different look.

When substituting in items, pay attention to sizes and styles to make sure all your pieces will fit together.
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